SPARK Fellowship

The SPARK Fellowship is a 9-month leadership development and organizing fellowship designed to introduce fellows to Reproductive Justice and the RJ Movement. Fellows will gain access to all of SPARK’s reproductive justice and organizing trainings, organize with and for SPARK, and be given the space and resources to work on your own RJ programming.

Fellows will receive a stipend of $250/month. Contact info@sparkrj.org with questions.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 22, 2019

INTERVIEWS: SEPTEMBER 3-9, 2019

DECISION ANNOUNCED: SEPTEMBER 9, 2019

KEY DATES (MANDATORY ATTENDANCE)

SPARK A CHANGE
September 12, 2019
6PM – 9PM

ORIENTATION
September 14, 2019
10AM – 2PM

SPARK ORGANIZING INTENSIVE
January 2020 (Date TBA)

LEGISLATETHIS!
February 2020 (Date TBA)